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**Abstract**

This report analyses the impact of the Russian invasion of 24 February 2022 on the longer-term future of Ukraine’s population size and structure. It focuses on the role of migration as a component of demographic change. Based on a review of past demographic trends and an assessment of the size and composition of the internationally displaced population from Ukraine, four qualitative migration scenarios are translated into population projections up to 2052. Under the most pessimistic Long War and Low Return scenario, the results show a decline of 31% of the population. Even in an optimistic scenario of future migration trends where Ukraine recovers quickly and becomes a net receiving country of migrants in the longer term, the results suggest a population decline of 21% by 2052. The difference in population decline across the four considered migration scenarios matches the uncertainty in the UN projections, suggesting that migration will be as important as fertility and mortality in driving population change in Ukraine following the war. The likely strong decrease in population comes with challenges of population ageing and a declining workforce that put stress on the economy and social support systems. The report contributes to forward-looking policymaking supporting the long-term economic and social recovery of Ukraine by anticipating possible consequences of migratory movements on longer-term population trends in Ukraine.
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Executive summary

This report analyses the impact of the Russian invasion of 24 February 2022 on the longer-term future of Ukraine’s population size and structure. It focuses on migration as a component of demographic change. Four what-if scenarios are developed with varying assumptions on the extent of the displacement triggered by the war, the level of return migration, and possible future migration patterns of temporary, circular and permanent movements.

The report integrates migration scenarios developed from qualitative reasoning about the likely evolution of migration during and after the war into the population projections of the United Nations, which were based on the single assumption of near zero net-migration over the longer term, following a short period of high return of refugees.

The widening of the assumptions on migration trends is necessary to provide policy-makers with a nuanced picture of how migration could impact the future of the Ukrainian population. The underestimation of recent emigration of young Ukrainians leaving the country already before the invasion to work abroad, especially to Poland, and new developments such as Ukraine receiving an EU candidate status signal the significant role migration has already played and is likely to continue to play in the future. However, it is impossible to project or forecast migration trends with much accuracy over longer term. Compared to the other two drivers of demographic change – fertility and mortality –, which change slowly over time, migration is much more uncertain, volatile and complex. The strength of migration scenarios is that they can put “uncertainties and discontinuities at the centre of attention and thereby facilitate long-term, high-level strategic decision-making”. The aim is not to predict the future but to anticipate how the international displacement caused by the Russian invasion, return migration, and future migration trends could influence the size and the composition of Ukraine’s population over the coming decades.

The qualitative scenarios spanning a range of possible migration futures are translated into quantitative population projections using a multidimensional population model. The model shows the possible evolutions of the size and age-sex composition of Ukraine’s population over the next three decades up to 2052. It takes into account the different types of migration, and projects international displacement, return migration and post-war immigration and emigration.

Our findings show that the accelerated population decline due to the Russian invasion is unlikely to reverse over the next decade. Even under the most optimistic Migration Transition scenario, where Ukraine recovers quickly and follows the example of other Eastern European countries in becoming a net receiving country, the results suggest a population decline of 21% by 2050. The strongest decline of 30% of the population is expected under the Long War and Low Return scenario, which assumes a long, intensive war characterised by low returns and delays in economic recovery and reconstruction.

The difference of four million people in population decline across the four considered migration scenarios matches the uncertainty in the UN projections. This suggests that migration will be as important as fertility and mortality in driving population change in Ukraine following the war.

Long-term economic and social recovery as well as political developments will be important factors for Ukraine’s demographic future. The likely strong population decrease comes with challenges linked to population ageing and a declining workforce that put stress on the economy and social support systems. While the focus in the current unfolding war is on the short-term needs linked to temporary displacement, our analysis contributes to forward-looking policymaking, trying to anticipate possible consequences of migratory movements on longer-term population trends in Ukraine. The projections signal that strong strategies will be needed on issues such as long-term care, life-long learning, intergenerational fairness, migrant reintegration, or diaspora engagement to address the rapid ageing of the population as well as the loss of human capital.

Understanding the scope of possible futures of the Ukraine’s population and their variability can help to make informed decisions about the allocation of support in line with the country’s needs. The Rapid Damage and Needs Assessment (RDNA) carried out by the European Commission in cooperation with the Government of Ukraine and the World Bank already stressed the importance of demography in estimating, among others, short and long-term needs for housing, transport, education or energy.
The Russian invasion of Ukraine on 24 February 2022 has dramatically affected the Ukrainian population. Millions have been displaced and thousands have lost their lives. Many have fled to other European countries. For the first time, the EU activated the Temporary Protection Directive, offering immediate protection in the form of temporary residence permits in EU Member States (MS), with access to education, accommodation, medical and social services, and labour markets. Ursula von der Leyen, the president of the European Commission, declared that the EU ‘will provide protection to those seeking shelter’ and ‘help those looking for a safe way home’. With the majority of refugees from Ukraine having found refuge in the EU Member States, EU policies and cooperation among the Member States will influence the migratory movements from and back to Ukraine and, in turn, demographic change in the country.

Wars are the most extreme case of sudden shocks to demographic dynamics. In particular, sudden migratory movements caused by wars can lead to fast population changes that are often not in line with the general view of demography being slow-moving and predictable. Already before the war, the population of Ukraine had been declining for almost three decades due to low fertility, relatively high mortality and high levels of emigration. The Russian invasion led to the ‘fastest growing refugee crisis since World War II’ with ‘displacement on an unprecedented scale’. The full extent of this sudden shock on Ukraine’s population will be shaped by the length and evolution of the war. The course of the war remains uncertain, and it is difficult to draw meaningful conclusions from previous refugee movements due to the incomparability of the conflicts. Much will depend on how many people will flee and how many of the already 8 million people who have left the country will ultimately return.

For a medium and long-term perspective, possible post-war trends of demographic dynamics that relate to possible social, economic and political futures need to be taken into account. The European Commission and other countries have committed to support the reconstruction of Ukraine and a Rapid Damage and Needs Assessment (RDNA) carried out by the World Bank in cooperation with the Government of Ukraine and the European Commission in 2022 already stressed the importance of demography in estimating, among others, short and long-term needs for housing, transport, healthcare, education or energy. The country also applied for EU membership shortly after the Russian invasion and was granted a candidate status. This report looks at the medium and long-term impact of the war on Ukraine’s population size and composition, considering the immediate effect on the demographic processes of mortality, fertility and in particular of migration.

Fertility and mortality patterns and trends change slowly over time and are projected with much more accuracy than migration, which is more uncertain, volatile and complex. Possible migration futures of Ukraine following the war span from continuously high number of emigrants as in the decades before the war – possibly facilitated by free-movement in the EU – or a transition to a country attracting immigrants after a successful rebuild, following a path of other European countries such as Poland or Czechia. With fertility being low, and projected
to likely remain under the replacement level over the next decades (United Nations 2022), migration will be an essential factor for Ukraine’s post-war population future.

Following the introduction, the second chapter of the report presents the demographic dynamics in Ukraine before the war, which are necessary to take into account when making assumptions about possible post-war developments. The third chapter looks at the impact that the international displacement triggered by the Russian invasion has had on the country’s population. In the fourth chapter, the report presents exploratory scenarios for the impact of migration on the longer-term demographic future of the Ukrainian population. The conclusion summarises the main points and relevance for policymaking.
2 Demography of Ukraine before the Russian invasion

Population dynamics have significant built-in inertia. To make assumptions about the demographic future of Ukraine after the Russian invasion, it is necessary to first understand the past trends. This chapter describes the context of the long-term population decline in Ukraine since its independence in 1991 and the trends in fertility, mortality and migration that have underpinned changes in population size and structure over the last three decades.

2.1 Population decline since independence

Over the last decades, Ukraine has experienced population decline and rapid population ageing. The United Nations estimates a population of 43.3 million\(^{10}\) for 1 January 2022, less than two months before the Russian invasion (the estimate includes the Autonomous Republic of Crimea which was annexed by Russia in 2014). There were about 8 million more people in the early 1990s when population decline emerged and then accelerated in the post-Soviet era. The population of Ukraine had been growing since the end of the Second World War and peaked at 51.7 million in 1994 (Figure 1).

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=.5\textwidth]{population_curve.png}
\end{figure}

The decrease in the population size is a result of low fertility, high mortality and emigration. Many countries in Central, Eastern and South-Eastern Europe have experienced similar demographic trends after the collapse of state socialism and the transition to a market economy, which brought major economic, social and political transformations affecting population dynamics. Demographic trends have recovered to a different degree across countries from fertility falling to very low levels and rising mortality in the 1990s. With fertility among the lowest throughout the period and the late start in life-expectancy increases, Ukraine’s population decline is among the most dramatic with a drop of 16% in population size between 1994 and 2022. Higher declines are only registered in the Baltic States and Romania and Bulgaria, due to high emigration, in particular after becoming Member States of the EU, as well as some countries of the former Yugoslavia (Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia) and in the Caucasus (Armenia, Georgia), where conflict and political instability drove emigration.

---

2.2 Low fertility and high mortality

Fertility in Ukraine was very low in 2021, with only 1.2 births per woman. This was the lowest number estimated for any country in Europe. Fertility levels had fallen dramatically after Ukraine’s independence, to an even lower number of 1.1 births per woman. Before, they had been fluctuating around the replacement level of 2.1 births per woman since the 1960s, which is roughly the average number of children per woman needed to maintain the size of a population. There was a short recovery back to 1.5 births per woman in the early 2010s, which has been linked to a brief effect of government support in the form of birth allowances, before fertility fell again to a very low level.

The very low level of fertility in Ukraine is explained by the high prevalence of one-child families that emerged after independence and results from high economic uncertainty, poor prospects, lack of support services and family policies, and the persistence of conservative gender norms. Furthermore, the social and political uncertainty might have been amplified by the armed conflict that started in the Donbass region in 2014, as well as the COVID pandemic. There has also been little recovery in fertility rates from postponement of childbearing, as women in Ukraine have continued to have children at relatively young age (with an average age of first birth in their mid-20s), unlike in most other Central and Eastern European countries, where the average age to have a first child has increased steadily. As a consequence of the long-term trend of low fertility, generational sizes have shrunk considerably. While there were still about 800,000 births per year in the mid-1980s, there were less than half that number in 2021, with 336,000 births.

Mortality has swung up and down since independence. Overall, life expectancy somewhat improved from 69.1 years in 1991 to 71.6 years in 2021. It had dropped to 66.8 years during the transition to a market-economy in the 1990s. In fact, life expectancy had been on a deteriorating trend since the 1960s, when it already stood at 70.7 years. It took well into the first decade of the 2000s to recover. There was a short period of growth in life expectancy between 2009 and 2016, where it increased by four years to over 74 years. Life expectancy

then plateaued with the conflict in the Donbass region, before it dropped down in 2020 and 2021 during the COVID-19 pandemic\textsuperscript{15}.

There is a large, persistent gap in life-expectancy between men and women in Ukraine. Male life-expectancy is about 10 years lower than female life-expectancy. While this large gap is observed in many post-Soviet European countries, it is twice the size of that in other parts of Europe, where women live on average about five years longer than men. It is explained by the generally lower life-expectancy and by behavioural and other preventable factors linked to causes of death that affect men and women differently. Deaths from non-communicable and from ‘man-made-diseases’ such as alcoholism, smoking, or road traffic accidents remain high in Ukraine\textsuperscript{16}. Alcohol-related deaths alone are estimated to account for about one-third of male and one-fifth of female life-expectancy difference between Ukraine and Western European countries\textsuperscript{17}.

### 2.3 Emigration since independence

International migration numbers, patterns and conditions fundamentally changed after the collapse of state socialism, and periods of high emigration have contributed to the population decline. Ukraine has been one of the major countries or origin of migrants in Europe. There is a diverse geography of destination countries of Ukrainian migrants, with Poland, Italy, Czechia, Spain, Germany and Russia as main receivers. The forms of migration also diversified. Temporary and circular migration, particularly in connection with working abroad, have increased in addition to migration of more permanent character.\textsuperscript{18} To have an understanding of how these trends evolved, this section briefly summarises Ukraine’s migration history and social, economic and regulatory developments.

Migration processes since Ukraine’s independence in 1991 can be divided into several distinct periods\textsuperscript{19}. In the immediate years following the communist era, when mobility had been strictly regulated, high numbers of people moved across the newly independent countries to repatriate. Ukraine saw mainly people of Ukrainian descent and Crimean Tatars returning. There were also refugees arriving from conflicts that sprung up in some of the ex-soviet countries. This migration was partly offset by the descendants of the other parts of the former Soviet Union leaving Ukraine, especially by ethnic Russians moving to Russia. A significant number of ethnic Germans, Greeks and people of Jewish background also emigrated from Ukraine to Western countries and Israel.

The following decade, from 1994 to 2004, was marked by high levels of emigration and little immigration. Economic drivers of migration became more important than political drivers and the demographic base for post-Soviet repatriation depleted. Worsening economic conditions during the systemic crises of the transition period led people to leave the country while immigration dropped to low levels. According to United Nations estimates, about 1 million more people left Ukraine than arrived over the 10-year span\textsuperscript{20}. Temporary mobility accelerated as indicated by the annual border crossings, which increased from about 4.5 million to more than 15 million\textsuperscript{21}. Institutional reforms enabled free movement and facilitated labour migration abroad. Visa-free travel was still possible to neighbouring countries before they joined the EU.

Migration decreased for a short period before the financial crisis in 2007-08, as the economy somewhat stabilised. Emigration decreased and immigration increased mostly from return movements. Nevertheless, people continued to leave the country for work or family reunification, making use of the migration networks that had formed in Eastern and Southern Europe. Ukrainians in Italy and Spain gained permanent residence throughout several regularisation programmes that were carried out in those countries for undocumented migrants\textsuperscript{22}.

Migration between 2009 and 2017 was marked by multiple crises: first the 2008 financial crisis, and then, after 2014, the emerging military crisis in the Donbass region. Labour migration was relatively low during the

\textsuperscript{15} Kurylo I (2022) Tendencies of mortality and life expectancy in Ukraine before the Russian full-scale military invasion. *Economy and Sociology*, June (1).
\textsuperscript{18} Vakhitova H and Fihel A (2020) International Migration from Ukraine: Will Trends Increase or Go into Reverse? *Central and Eastern European Migration Review*, 9(2).
\textsuperscript{21} Ukrainian Border Guard Statistics cited in Malynovska
financial crisis due to a subdued demand in destination countries. It increased significantly following the recession. Especially Poland was an attractive destination. The country experienced strong economic growth and introduced legislation to attract labour migrants from Ukraine and other neighbouring countries.\textsuperscript{23} \textsuperscript{24} Migration for family reunification also rose. In addition, people fled the conflict in the East of the country, leading to more than 1.5 million internally displaced\textsuperscript{25} and asylum seekers from Ukraine in Russia and the EU. With poor economic and political conditions, there was an increase in the length of stay abroad and decline in return migration. The composition of labour migrants changed with younger, higher educated people from urban areas working as professionals emerging among the predominant blue-collar labour migration.

In 2017, Ukraine signed an association agreement with the EU, which granted visa-free movement to the Schengen area. Emigration - temporary and permanent - remained high. While visa-free travel does not constitute the right to work or reside in EU countries, it might have enabled migration for irregular employment\textsuperscript{26}, it facilitates migration by allowing travel to seek out work or education opportunities. The differences in income between Ukraine and the EU are large. The economies of other former socialist countries that are already EU Member States, such as Poland or Czechia, have performed well. Although they recorded high emigration in the first decades after independence, they have later turned into net-receiving countries. Ukrainian immigrants have been major contributors to their positive migration balance. Ukraine has carried out reforms to support return migration through measures related to citizenship, the recognition of qualifications earned abroad, protection while abroad and support of reintegration.

This section laid out the context in which Ukrainian migration processes evolved since its independence without detailing numbers. The migration processes in the turbulent times of the 1990s and 2000s generally matched those in Central and Eastern Europe with high numbers, diverse forms and patterns and with a strong labour component. The characteristics of Ukrainian populations has difference across countries. For example, the proximity of Poland and Czechia encouraged more people to circulate with the majority being men, whereas in the Mediterranean region more people have tended to settle and the majority being women. In the years leading up to the Russian invasion, emigration from Ukraine increased steadily. This is linked on the one hand to the push factors of a prolonged economic and political crisis as well as the military conflict in the Donbass region; and, on the other hand to the increased ease of entry to the EU. The quantification of the migration from and to Ukraine is challenged by existing data limitation. The next section discusses recent data on migration for Ukraine, with a focus on the EU context.

\subsection*{2.4 Migration numbers before the Invasion}

There is a variety of data sources on migration for Ukraine\textsuperscript{27} offering inconsistent information on the size and composition of the recent migrant movements. This has to do with the general data challenges about international migration, the lack of quality, timeliness, comparability and coherence, which often apply to countries such as Ukraine with high shares of temporary and circular movements that are difficult to track and measure.

Significant emigration in the years before the war is indicated by migration stock data. The number of Ukrainians abroad increased from 5.7 million to 6.1 million between 2015 and 2020 according to the latest available estimates from the United Nations\textsuperscript{28}. It fluctuated around 5.5 million from 1990 to 2010. These international migrant stock estimates are based on censuses in destination countries with specific shortcomings. Censuses are usually held only once in a decade and data published with a time lag of one or two years, so the estimates were derived to a large part from the 2010 international census round. In addition, a migrant is defined through information on people’s place of birth. The high number of Ukrainians abroad is confounded by internal movement during the time of the Soviet Union and by the resettlement processes the years following its collapse. Nevertheless, the estimated increase by over half a million Ukrainians worldwide by the UN indicates


\textsuperscript{25} IDMC (2022) Displacement Data, Ukraine, Internal Displacement Monitoring Centre, online database.

\textsuperscript{26} Vakhitova and Fihel (2020)


a period of increased emigration. Unfortunately, there is no recent census data from Ukraine itself. The last Ukrainian census was carried out in 2001.29

Administrative data on migration from the register of residence changes of Ukraine tell a different tale of recent migration trends.30 The register data of annual immigration and emigration numbers show that both trends were around 50,000 persons per year and indicate a marginally positive net-migration balance ranging from 5,000 to 15,000 persons per year over the last decade. This would create only a small impact of migration on population change in Ukraine in recent years and, in fact, not contribute to a decline but rather a minimal increase. However, emigration numbers from the register significantly underestimate the number of people leaving the country. It records permanent changes of residence and poorly covers circulatory and temporary movements, as many migrants do not register a change when planning a return. Non-declaration of changes of residence for economic considerations is also reported as a source of underestimation and inaccuracy in migration data from the Ukrainian register of residential changes.31

Survey data from the Labour Migration Survey confirm the high number of Ukrainians working and living abroad. The latest round was carried out in 2017 and found 1.3 million Ukrainians travelled abroad for the purpose of working or looking for work in another country during the observation period over 2.5 years.32 The survey is integrated as a module into the Ukrainian Labour Force Survey and two earlier rounds were conducted in 2008 (spanning the periods 2005 to 2008)33 and 2012 (spanning from 2010 to 2012)34 (a fourth round of the Labour Migration Survey had been planned for 2022, but has been postponed indefinitely) that found numbers of similar magnitude, with 1.5 million and 1.2 million migrant workers. These numbers also present an underestimate, as the survey by design did not cover permanent migration in the case that the whole household left the country during the entire period. In addition, the latest survey could also not account for forced migration in Eastern Ukraine after 2014.35

The Labour Migration surveys describe not only the changes in volume but provide details on the choice of destinations and the types of migration. Three out of four Ukrainian migrants had the EU as destination. Poland became the largest receiving country with an increase from 170,000 to 507,000 migrants from 2012 to 2017, while the numbers reported for Russia dropped from 510,000 to 342,000. Numbers of received labour migrants in Czechia and in Italy, the other two major destinations, remained around 150,000. The surveys also indicate the high number of temporary and circular movements. The average time spent abroad was just under 5 months and about 40 per cent of the labour migrants returned during the survey period. However, permanent migration is not covered adequately in the survey and estimates extrapolated from the information available in the survey find a considerable increase in the number of people staying longer time abroad and becoming permanent emigrants.36

Data from Eurostat support the survey findings for Ukrainian migration to EU Member States. The number of Ukrainian citizens that hold a valid permit in a MS increased from just under 800,000 people in 2012 to more than 1.5 million in 2021.37 38 Similar to the estimates of Ukrainians abroad in the Migration Module of the Ukrainian Labour Force Survey, the Eurostat data on residence permits show Poland as the country with the highest number of Ukrainian migrants. There were 122,274 Ukrainians with a residence permit in Poland in 2012. This number increased steadily to 651,221 in 2022. Czechia experienced a significant jump in the number

29 There was no census held in Ukraine as part of the 2010 international census round. A planned census in the 2020 international census round was first delayed due to the COVID-19 global pandemic and has been postponed indefinitely with the Russian war on Ukraine.
30 Authors’ elaborations from immigration and emigration data of the register of residence changes provided by State Statistics Service of Ukraine
36 Pozniak (2012) cited in Vakhitova and Fihel
37 Statistics for EU27 Member States plus Iceland, Norway and Switzerland.
38 Eurostat (2022) Online Data Browser. Data code MIGR_RESVALID: All valid permits by reason, length of validity and citizenship on 31 December of each year. (last accessed 14/12/2022)
of residence permit holders only after the year of the last Migration Survey. The number almost doubled from 116 236 in 2017 to 193 547 in 2021.

In the decade before the Russian invasion, there was less change in the number of Ukrainian residence permit holders in the previous major destination countries. In Italy, it fluctuated around 230 000 Ukrainian citizens. Spain saw a small increase from 78 214 in 2012 to 97 442 in 2021; while the number dropped in Germany from 111 747 to 83 043. In contrast, Hungary, Slovakia, and Lithuania experienced a six-fold to tenfold increase and all register more than 30 000 Ukrainian residence permit holders in 2021. Generally, most Eastern Member States of the EU27 saw significant increases in residence permit holders from Ukraine, while their number was stagnant in the former destination countries of EU15 (Member States that entered the EU before 2003). There are also differences in the demographic composition. While the balance between men and women among the Ukrainian residence permit holders is exactly even for the whole of the EU, there tend to be more women and a higher concentration of older adult age groups in the Western EU Member States, while the Eastern Member States register more men and a higher share of younger adult age groups.

2.5 The population structure before the invasion

The demographic dynamics of low fertility, high mortality, and waves of large emigration have considerably altered the structure of the Ukrainian population. The changes in the age and sex composition underpin the decline in total population size by 8 million people since independence. At the start of the Russian invasion, Ukraine’s population was markedly ageing, with its younger population decreasing in proportion compared to older age groups (Figure 3). In contrast, in 1991, Ukraine still had a relatively youthful population structure. As a result of fertility around replacement level in the preceding decades, age cohorts in the population below 25 years of age were of about similar size. There were just under 2 million men and women in each five-year age group from 0 to 4 years of age to 20 to 24 years of age.


The dramatic decline in fertility in the 1990s led to successively smaller birth cohorts. In 2021, the population of men and women between 25 and 29 years of age (people born between 1990 and 1995), was only about 1.4 million. For men and women between 20 and 24 years of age (those born between 1995 and 2000), these numbers dropped further to about 1 million in each population and were only half the size of the age group of 20 to 24 year old in 1991.

Not only the decline in fertility, but also the waves of emigration contributed to an age structure of a rapidly ageing population. As is generally the case with migration, it was mostly young people, including parents with children, who emigrated. The relatively low life-expectancy of Ukrainian men and the gap of ten years compared

---

39 In this report we use the term ‘sex’ to refer to the demographic category used in the available population statistics by the United Nations, EUROSTAT and National Statistical Agencies from which data were sourced.
to the life-expectancy of Ukrainian women explains the high surplus of women in the population over 60 years of age. Overall, the demographic dynamics in Ukraine have led to a population decline and rapid ageing, leaving its population exposed to the shock of a war and a potential challenging its demographic future.
3 International displacement and Ukraine’s population since the Invasion

The Russian invasion of Ukraine has led to displacement of a size not seen since the Second World War, according to United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees\(^\text{40}\). This chapter reviews data on the size and composition of the international displacement at the end of 2022, after ten months of Russian military aggression against Ukraine, and assesses its demographic impact. Only international displacement is discussed. This chapter does not look into the demographic losses from mortality and fertility as data availability remains much more limited and uncertain, and the focus of the report is on the role of migratory movements for Ukraine’s demography.

3.1 Magnitude and destinations

According to UNHCR data, more than 7.8\(^\text{41}\) million refugees from Ukraine\(^\text{42}\) were recorded in Europe\(^\text{43}\) in December 2022\(^\text{44}\), nearing an early projection by UNHCR for international displacement from the Russian invasion of 8.3 million until the end of year 2022\(^\text{45}\). The number reflects a conservative estimate of individual refugees from Ukraine in Europe (including Russia and Belarus) since 24 February 2022. The total number 8 million refugees comprises more than 100 000 arrivals of Ukrainians in Canada\(^\text{46}\) and the United States of America\(^\text{47}\), albeit this number also includes Ukrainians admitted for other reasons than on humanitarian ground of fleeing an armed conflict.

The number of people fleeing the Russian military aggression against Ukraine was high in the first month of the war, then continued at a slower pace from April to October, and appears to have eased off towards the end of the year (Figure 4). UNHCR only provides a continuous data series since the beginning of the war of border crossings statistics. There were up to 200 000 exits per day from Ukraine in the first weeks of the war. Cumulative movements out of the country amounted to 4 million at the end of March 2022, rising at a reduced pace to 14.7 million from April to October, before slowing down noticeably again and reaching 16.3 million in December. However, border crossings reflect movements, which can be pendular, and do not correspond to the number of individuals outside or inside of the country. There were also over 9 million cross-border movements into the Ukraine (UNHCR data on crossings into the Ukraine are not available for the border with Belarus and the Russian Federation). The indicator on the recorded number of refugees is available from UNHCR statistics from June 2022, by which time it was already 4.8 million. The trend is in line with the trend reflecting the border crossing statistics. In the four months from June to October 2022, about half a million additional refugees were recorded each month, before slowing down to a combined 250 000 between October and mid-December.

The highest number of recorded refugees according to the UNHCR data is in Russia with 2.8 million, followed by Poland with 1.5 million, Germany with 1.0 million and Czechia with 470 000. About 150 000 refugees from Ukraine are also recorded in countries with large Ukrainian diasporas: Italy, Spain, and the United Kingdom. The Eastern European countries Romania, Slovakia, and the Republic of Moldova that are featured in the UNHCR’s Region Refugee Response Plan for Ukraine host about 100,000 refugees. Canada, the United States of America, and Israel, which have the largest migrant community of Ukrainians outside of Europe, have also received

\(^{40}\) UNHCR (2022) Minister of Social Policy of Ukraine and UNHCR Ukraine Representative sign agreement to expand displaced persons’ access to social protection including cash assistance. Press release, 19.04.2022, UNCHR Ukraine.


\(^{42}\) We are using the official UNHCR data in this report. However, there are limitations in its accuracy due to the difficult nature of data collection. The UNHCR figure takes into account “official estimated figures” but when these are not available, it reflects the sum of registrations for temporary protection or similar national protection schemes and the number of asylum applications lodged by refugees from Ukraine. As such, they may contain duplicate registrations and registrations of people who have returned to Ukraine.

\(^{43}\) The term refugee is used generically, as it is used in UNHCR statistics, to describe all people fleeing from Ukraine due to the international armed conflict.

\(^{44}\) For the purpose of UNHCR statistics, “Europe” here corresponds to all Europe sub-regions as identified by Eurovoc (European Union, Thesaurus Eurovoc. Volume 2, Subject-oriented version, Publications Office, 2005), therefore including EU and non-EU countries belonging to Central and Eastern Europe, Northern Europe, Southern Europe, and Western Europe, plus Türkiye.


considerable numbers of Ukrainian refugees. Secondary movements of refugees from Ukraine, the move from the country in which they first arrived to another country to seek protection, will likely continue to change the distribution of refugees across destination countries.

*Figure 4 Refugees from Ukraine: Border crossings, registered refugees across Europe, and refugees registered for temporary protection or similar schemes in Europe. Source: UNHCR (2022) Operational Data Portal – Ukraine Refugee Situation*

The number of refugees from Ukraine registered for Temporary Protection or similar national protection is congruent with the number of recorded refugees in those countries where it is available for December 2022 (Data for Russia, Belarus and Turkey are not available). The Temporary Protection Directive of the EU was activated already on 4 March when the Council of the European Union unanimously adopted the Council Implementing Decision 2022/382, giving those fleeing war in Ukraine the right to temporary protection. Over 4.8 million refugees from Ukraine have now registered for temporary protection or similar schemes in Europe (EU and Iceland, Norway, Switzerland and the United Kingdom), accounting for more than 96% of the recorded refugees in the UNHCR statistics for these countries. The detailed data on the Temporary Protection registration in the EU from the European Union Agency for Asylum further show that 95% of registrations concern Ukrainian nationals, while the remaining 5% correspond in most cases to people with unreported citizenship and to a smaller extent to Russian nationals.

### 3.2 Demographic composition

The demography of refugees is different from the demography of economic migrants (Figure 5). The majority of the refugees from Ukraine arriving in Europe are women with children and older adults. Few men of working age arrive as result of Ukrainian legislation, which prohibits men between 18 and 60 years of age from leaving the country. Eurostat data for the over 4 million persons that applied for temporary protection comprises 41%...
of children evenly split between boys and girls and 76% of women in the population over 18 years of age. In the first months, when the number of people fleeing Ukraine was highest, the share of women and children was much higher, with only 7% of men among the arriving refugees and almost half being children. In September and October, men made up 30% of arrivals and the share of children went down to 25%. However, the absolute number of total arrivals was much lower. Survey data shows that about three quarters of the women who arrived without a partner have their partner staying back in Ukraine, mainly because of military conscription. The separation of families plays an important role in decisions concerning the length of stay. Depending on the course of the war, it will drive family reunification in countries of destination or motivate returns to Ukraine.

**Figure 5** Comparison of the age composition of emigration, 2015-2020, with age composition of refugees after the Russian invasion. Source: Eurostat, ISTAT, UNHCR

The age structure of the refugees from Ukraine arriving in Europe is relatively young, with an average age of 29.4 years, compared to that of the total population of Ukraine of 42.3 years, and to that of previous Ukrainians migrants in the EU of 38.2 years. The age and sex distribution of the refugees in Europe is also different from that of the usual arrivals of asylum seekers, which are concentrated in young adult male ages, due to the ban prohibiting Ukrainian men from leaving the country. According to Eurostat data, the largest group among the Ukrainian refugees are women between 35 and 64 years of age, representing 26% of the total figure, compared to 8% of men of same age range. Women between 18 and 34 years of age account for 18% of all Ukrainian refugees, compared to 6% of men of the same age range. Only 5.4% of the refugees are above 65 years of age, and 4% of these are women.

### 3.3 Return of refugees

There is some evidence of refugees returning to Ukraine, although much uncertainty remains not only about their numbers, but also about their reported intentions to return. UNHCR data on border crossings from the neighbouring countries to Ukraine show that there were around 8.5 million movements back into the country, compared to the estimated 16.3 million movements out of the country, between the beginning of the Russian invasion and mid-December 2022. The number of crossings from the neighbouring countries back to Ukraine do not necessarily indicate sustainable returns, as a significant share is due to pendular movements in and out of the country. Data from the continuous General Population Survey of the IOM in Ukraine, which focuses on internal displacements, suggested that there had been 5.9 million returnees (from internal and international
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54 UNHCR interviews with refugees from Ukraine in Czechia, Hungary, the Republic of Moldova, Poland, Romania and Slovakia reported in UNHCR (2022) Lives on hold: Profiles and intentions of refugees from Ukraine. UNHCR Regional Bureau for Europe, July 2022.
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displacement) at the end of October 2022. The survey indicates that the share of returns from abroad (of all returns) accounted for 15% at the end of August 2022, and 23% at the end of October.

Return intentions among Ukrainian refugees are high according to a study by UNHCR, and family separation is the major reason behind the desire to go back. However, return is not seen as an immediate option by many. Uncertainty about the course of the war was cited by 65% of study participants as the reason for planning to remain in the current host country. The data in the UNHCR study was collected between mid-May and mid-June 2022, mainly in the countries bordering Ukraine. A more recent survey carried out in Germany between August and October 2022 recorded an intention to return in the short or long term among 47% of refugees, while 26% desired to stay. The remaining 27% were undecided about their future plans. The studies show the variation in refugee intentions with the possible influence on the timing and duration of displacement.

### 3.4 Demographic impact of international displacement

Almost a fifth of the Ukrainian population has been internationally displaced since February 2022; 8 million refugees compared to a population of 43.3 million at the beginning of the Russian invasion (the share of internationally displaced persons out of total population would be slightly higher if the 2.4 million people in the illegally-annexed Crimea were not taken into account in the total Ukrainian population). EU countries are host to 4.5 million refugees from Ukraine, which corresponds to about 1% of the size of the EU population. We are using the official UNHCR data in this report to cover Ukrainian refugees to all destinations. However, there are limitations in its accuracy due to the difficult nature of data collection. The UNHCR figure takes into account “official estimated figures” but when these are not available, it reflects the sum of registrations for temporary protection or similar national protection schemes and the number of asylum applications lodged by refugees from Ukraine. As such, they may contain duplicate registrations and registrations of people who have already left the European Union.

*Figure 6 Impact of international displacement on Ukraine’s population: Pre-war age-sex structure of the population (Estimate for 1 January 2022) and the impact of international displacement per age and sex group. Source: Authors’ estimates based on data from ISTAT, Eurostat and UNHCR*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age group</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Male</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before invasion</td>
<td>-28%</td>
<td>-28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-4</td>
<td>-37%</td>
<td>-37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-9</td>
<td>-40%</td>
<td>-40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-14</td>
<td>-35%</td>
<td>-35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-19</td>
<td>-33%</td>
<td>-33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-24</td>
<td>-30%</td>
<td>-30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-29</td>
<td>-28%</td>
<td>-28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-34</td>
<td>-26%</td>
<td>-26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-39</td>
<td>-29%</td>
<td>-29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-44</td>
<td>-31%</td>
<td>-31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-49</td>
<td>-32%</td>
<td>-32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-54</td>
<td>-33%</td>
<td>-33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55-59</td>
<td>-34%</td>
<td>-34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-64</td>
<td>-35%</td>
<td>-35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65-69</td>
<td>-36%</td>
<td>-36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70-74</td>
<td>-37%</td>
<td>-37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75-79</td>
<td>-38%</td>
<td>-38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80-84</td>
<td>-39%</td>
<td>-39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85-89</td>
<td>-40%</td>
<td>-40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90-94</td>
<td>-41%</td>
<td>-41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95+</td>
<td>-42%</td>
<td>-42%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is no detailed age breakdown available from Eurostat or UNHCR for the internationally displaced people in Ukraine. To estimate the age structure of the internationally displaced, we apply the age structure by five year age groups from the detailed data available for temporary protection holders in Italy provided by the
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Italian National Statistical Institute, to the total number of refugees in Europe from Eurostat and to the estimated magnitude of international displacement from UNHCR and national sources for Canada, Israel and the United States of America (see discussion in previous sections).

Figure 6 compares the displacement from the war in 2022 to the Ukrainian population before the Russian invasion (The estimate of the pre-war population shown in grey colour in Figure 6 is for 1 January 2022). It shows to what extent the age and sex composition of the population is affected by the international displacement. Around 40% of the children under the age of 15 have left Ukraine since the beginning of the invasion. The number is similarly high for girls and young women between 15 and 19 years of age. For men above 19 years of age, the share of the population that has fled the country drops to less than 6%, as men from the age of 18 to 60 are prohibited from leaving the country. The share of women who have left the country is high among women between 20 and 49 years of age, ranging from 31% in the age group 25-29 to 42% in the age group 35-39. The share of women recorded as refugees gradually drops among women above 50 years of age, from 20% in the age group 50-54 to 9% in the age group 70-74. Above the age of 80, the share of refugees reduces to very small numbers for both sex. It should be kept in mind that these numbers only indicate the impact of migration. The age-sex composition does not include mortality and fertility dynamics and does not reflect an estimate of the Ukrainian population at the end of 2022.
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4 Ukraine’s demographic future: Migration scenarios

The future of Ukraine’s population after the war is explored using projection scenarios that take into account the impact of the international displacement triggered by the war as well as possible longer-term migration trends. Scenarios offer policy-makers the chance to reflect on the possible demographic developments and provide quantitative estimates of the possible effects of different migration futures. However, they should be interpreted as a tool for discussion about future alternatives to improve policy preparedness rather than forecasts about the future. They are useful for the ‘move from crisis management to finding long-term structural approaches to migration’, called for in the European Agenda on Migration and further set out in the proposed European Pact on Migration and Asylum.

Looking beyond the war and the immediate impact of displacement, the demographic future of Ukraine could be shaped by longer-term return, immigration and emigration patterns closely linked to economic development. In countries with low fertility such as Ukraine, migration has the potential to become a major driver of demographic change. The United Nations projects continued population decline in Ukraine over the next decades, mainly due to fertility remaining at low levels. The UN projects a decrease from 43.3 million people in 2022 to 33 million in 2050, while assuming near zero net-migration from the year 2028 onwards following a period of refugee emigration in 2022 and immigration from returnees over a five year span. With zero net-migration long-term, these projections do not reflect variation in the potential demographic impact of migration circumstanciated by different possible scenarios of the geopolitical and economic future of Ukraine.

Widening the assumptions on possible migration trends is necessary to provide policy-makers with a nuanced picture of how migration could impact Ukraine’s population future. The underestimation of the recent emigration of young Ukrainians leaving the country to work abroad or fleeing conflict already prior to the invasion on 24 February 2022, especially to Poland (see chapter 1), and new developments such as Ukraine receiving an EU candidate status signal the significant role migration has already played and is likely to continue to play in the future. However, it is impossible to project migration trends with much accuracy over the long term. Compared to the two other drivers of demographic change – fertility and mortality –, which change slowly over time, migration is much more uncertain, volatile and complex. Therefore, this chapter develops qualitative scenarios spanning a range of possible migration futures that are translated into population projections.

The strength of outlining migration scenarios is that they can put “uncertainties and discontinuities at the centre of attention and thereby facilitate long-term, high-level strategic decision-making”. An early study of the impact of the war using scenarios, that assumed a maximum of half of the current number of people that have fled Ukraine and did not include variability in post-war migration futures, indicated considerable acceleration in population decline over the short and medium term. The aim of this report is not to predict the future but to anticipate how the international displacement after the Russian invasion, return migration, and future migration trends could influence the size and the composition of Ukraine’s population over the coming decades.

4.1 International displacement outlook

As shown in Chapter 2 (pp. 12), the number of new refugees from Ukraine recorded by UNHCR reduced from October 2022. It fluctuated at 7.9 million from mid-November and even slightly decreased to 7.83 million in the first week of December 2022. However, the international displacement caused by the Russian aggression against Ukraine is linked to many uncertainties, which depend on the evolving character and length of the war. At country level, drivers such as the harshness of the winter season, a potential intensification of the war, and
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destruction of infrastructure could lead to the number of refugees rising again. At individual level, the drivers of further refugee movements are linked to the stability of the security situation in specific regions of Ukraine, work opportunities, the access to basic services and goods, reconstruction of houses and infrastructure, and the access to education. Another strong factor is family separation, which could work in both ways, as a reason to leave or a reason to return to Ukraine. Socio-economic integration in countries of destination and their regulatory frameworks, for example the extension of the Temporary Protection Directive or other measures providing longer-term perspectives to stay, also play a role.

The 11th round of the IOM General Population Survey on the reported intentions to migrate, carried out in November 2022, give an estimate of 143,000 persons in Ukraine that actively consider relocating to the EU. This corresponds to only 20% of all respondents. Among the persons who are already displaced internally, who consider relocating again, only 11% expressed an intention to move abroad. Generally, the intention to relocate either internally or abroad is very low, despite the arrival of winter and the Russian attacks on power supply and heating infrastructure. Only 7% of the surveyed persons nationwide actively consider to relocate (though survey responses on the intentions to migrate are an imperfect indicator of later migration behaviour and should be interpreted with caution).

4.2 Post-war migration outlook

Two global processes - economic development reducing inequality between countries and multilateral agreements and cooperation - are thought to have the most impact on future migration, when producing migration scenarios. In the context of Ukraine, this highlights the importance of the economic recovery and long-term economic developments and of the political rapprochement with the EU, a major destination for emigrants from Ukraine. As described in Chapter 1, labour migration from Ukraine to the EU increased steadily before the Russian invasion. With a strong labour demand, a shrinking workforce in many MS, and considerably higher wages, the EU is likely to attract Ukrainian workers. Furthermore, the growing Ukrainian diaspora encourages migration in the future, not just for work purposes, but also for reasons linked to family and education. Labour and other types of migration were facilitated by the measures granting visa free entry for Ukrainians to the EU in 2017 and those improving access to MS labour markets such as in Poland. The Temporary Protection Directive eased immigration from Ukraine to the EU, and the accession of Ukraine to the EU with its enhanced free movement rights would facilitate it further.

Multiple studies have shown that becoming an EU Member State accelerates emigration. In particular, the EU enlargement waves in 2004, 2007 and 2013 increased bilateral migration movements from Eastern Europe to Western Europe. The increase in emigration was accompanied by more fluid dynamics of migration.

Similarly to enlargement, the pre-war migration (both temporary and circular migration and permanent emigration) from Ukraine to the EU increased thanks to a series of institutional measures. The recent trend of Ukrainians migrating to Poland indicates that the share of permanent and longer-term migration to Poland was increasing, compared to temporary and circular movements.

Poland, Czechia and Hungary transitioned from emigration countries to immigration countries over the course of two decades after joining the EU. Like Ukraine, they also experienced rapid population ageing, high emigration of young adults and low fertility, but have managed to maintain a steady economic growth. Swift economic recovery following the war will be the precondition for Ukraine to follow their path.

Many European countries have made the shift from net-losing to net-receiving country, even if in very different contexts. France and Switzerland became receiving countries in the 1950s, followed by Belgium, Germany, the Netherlands and Sweden. In the early 21st century, almost all Western and Southern European countries
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registered more immigration than emigration\textsuperscript{76}. Now Central and Eastern European countries are starting to make the transition. Ukraine did small steps in that direction before the war by adopting a State Migration Policy and Strategy in 2017, which addresses the attraction of skilled labour and foreign students besides other relevant topics such as return and reintegration and diaspora cooperation\textsuperscript{77}.

4.3 Rationale of migration scenarios

Four exploratory what-if scenarios\textsuperscript{78} were simulated combining assumptions about the extent of the refugee movement caused by the war, return migration in the context of future recovery and reconstruction, and a set of longer-term migration trends. The narratives of the scenarios try to capture a wide, yet plausible range of possible futures, from a pessimistic scenario of a longer war, protracted conflict and slow economic recovery following the war to an optimistic scenario of a shorter war and swift post-war recovery bringing long-term social and political stability and economic growth.

1) **Long War and Low Return**: The scenario assumes a long, intensive war that causes international displacement numbers to rise again, leads to low return of refugees, and delays economic recovery and reconstruction. Ukraine remains a country of emigration and a high share of the migration after the war is of permanent character. The return migration rate is low.

2) **Permanent Emigration**: The scenario assumes short war with the majority of Ukrainian refugees returning in the next decade. Following the war, Ukraine remains a country of emigration with slow economic recovery. A high share of future emigration is permanent and return rates are low.

3) **Circular Migration**: The scenario assumes a short war with the majority of Ukrainian refugees returning in the next decade. Ukraine remains a country of emigration with slow economic recovery. However, post-war migration is characterised by a high share of circular migration enabled by changed institutional settings in the major destination countries in the EU. Return rates are high.

4) **Migration Transition**: The scenario assumes a short war with the majority of Ukrainians returning. With strong support from international partners, Ukraine recovers from the war and experiences economic growth and political and social stability. There is a high demand for labour that generates significant recruitment of foreign workers supported by a proactive migration policy. The country follows the path of some other Eastern European countries and transitions from a net-losing to a net-receiving country of migrants in the 2030s. Return rates are high.

4.4 Quantifying the scenarios for population projections

A multidimensional population model is used to translate the qualitative migration scenarios in projections of the future population of Ukraine. The model produces population projections from the beginning of the Russian invasion in early 2022 to the year 2052 in five-year intervals. The components of demographic change (fertility, mortality and migration) are projected individually. The population at the beginning of the Russian invasion is advanced in five-year age groups over the projection period of 30 years. The migration component is separated into four elements to analyse the impact of international displacement, refugee return, post-war migration and migrant return ()

The size of the refugee movement triggered by the Russian military aggression against Ukraine is set to eight million in the scenarios of Permanent Emigration, Circular Migration and Migration Transition, under the assumption that the war will be relatively short and remain concentrated in Eastern Ukraine. Seen from today’s perspective, there are some indications that the size of the internationally displaced population has reached its peak. The number of refugees recorded abroad levelled off at the end of 2022 and return migration is already sizeable. Survey findings also showed a high intention to stay in the country among the population that had remained in the country. Only 7% of respondents nationwide were actively considering relocation (inside or outside Ukraine) despite the onset of winter temperatures and the Russian attacks on power supply and heating


\textsuperscript{78} A review of methodology for migration scenarios can be found in: Boissonneault M et al (2020) QuantMig: The use of migration scenarios in future characterisations: A systematic review and typology. Netherlands Interdisciplinary Demographic Institute (NIDI-KNAW)/University of Groningen.
There is also a demographic limit in the number of refugees that could leave the country. Up to 40% of young adult women and children are already outside of Ukraine. The share is much higher in the regions affected by intense military action. Hence, only the most pessimistic scenario of Long War and Low Return, which assumes a re-intensification of the war and an expansion in the affected geographical areas, implies a continued increase in the size of the internationally displaced population to 9 million.

Figure 7: The size of the refugee movement triggered by the Russian military aggression against Ukraine is set to eight million in the scenarios of Permanent Emigration, Circular Migration and Migration Transition, under the assumption that the war will be relatively short and remain concentrated in Eastern Ukraine. Seen from today’s perspective, there are some indications that the size of the internationally displaced population has reached its peak. The number of refugees recorded abroad levelled off at the end of 2022 and return migration is already sizeable. Survey findings also showed a high intention to stay in the country among the population that had remained in the country. Only 7% of respondents nationwide were actively considering relocation (inside or outside Ukraine) despite the onset of winter temperatures and the Russian attacks on power supply and heating infrastructure. There is also a demographic limit in the number of refugees that could leave the country. Up to 40% of young adult women and children are already outside of Ukraine. The share is much higher in the regions affected by intense military action. Hence, only the most pessimistic scenario of Long War and Low Return, which assumes a re-intensification of the war and an expansion in the affected geographical areas, implies a continued increase in the size of the internationally displaced population to 9 million.

**Figure 7** Parameters of migration scenarios: length of the war and type of migratory movement. Red colour for more pessimistic and green for more optimistic assumptions on the role of migration for population change.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>End of the war</th>
<th>Long War and Low Return</th>
<th>Permanent Emigration</th>
<th>Circular Migration</th>
<th>Migration Transition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Migration</td>
<td>Renewed emigration and increase to 9 million</td>
<td>Small increase to 8 million</td>
<td>Small increase to 8 million</td>
<td>Small increase to 8 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return rate of refugees</td>
<td>50% will return following the end of the war</td>
<td>80% will return following the end of the war</td>
<td>80% will return following the end of the war</td>
<td>80% will return following the end of the war</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of post-war migration</td>
<td>High emigration as the country’s economy recovers slowly. High share of permanent emigration.</td>
<td>High emigration as the country’s economy recovers slowly. Migration characterised by permanent emigration.</td>
<td>High emigration as the country’s economy recovers slowly. Future migration characterised by circular migration.</td>
<td>Gradual decrease of emigration levels and transition to net-receiving country due to economic recovery and future growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return rate of migration</td>
<td>35% return within five years after migration; 75% within 30 years</td>
<td>35% return within five years after migration; 75% within 30 years</td>
<td>65% return within five years after migration; 95% within 30 years</td>
<td>65% return within five years after migration; 95% within 30 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The return rate of refugees following the war is set to 50% in the *Long War and Low Return* scenario and to 80% in the other three scenarios. This would be in the magnitude of the average return rate from the last large-scale refugee movement in Europe. It has been estimated that 75% of the refugees displaced during the civil wars in former Yugoslavia returned to their countries of origin\(^8\), and that a higher overall return rate was dampened by the protracted conflict in Kosovo\(^9\). The imbalance women and men in the Ukrainian refugee population in Europe, with mostly women and children leaving the country, is a specific characteristic of the international displacement caused by the Russian invasion. Taking into account that many women had their partners staying behind in Ukraine, the possibility of family reunification is added to the estimate of the refugee population. It is assumed that the women who do not return to Ukraine are joined by their partners (Marital status proportions are not adjusted for casualties from the war as information on mortality is very limited). This is estimated from data on marriage patterns from the United Nations that provide the number of women that have a partner by five-year age group\(^8\). The additional number of men leaving Ukraine is about 350 000 under the assumption of high refugee return. It grows to about 850 000 under the assumption of low refugee return given that a higher number of women remain abroad and are joined by their partners.

*Figure 8* Estimates of refugee population movement used in scenarios: Number of refugees and post-war number of returnees, refugees staying abroad and of family reunification of Ukrainian men joining their partners abroad. Source: Authors’ estimates based on UNHCR, Eurostat and ISTAT information on size and composition of refugee population and United Nations Population Division information on marital status by age and sex.

The size of post-war migration is based on assumptions of the number of emigrants and the number of immigrants, whereby the latter is the combination of new arrivals and returnees. Emigration is set to return to the high level estimated for the years immediately before the Russian invasion, with 220 000 people leaving Ukraine annually in all scenarios, except for the *Migration Transition* scenario. In this scenario, emigration is assumed to steadily decline over 30 years, dropping to only 30 000 people leaving the country annually. Immigration is set to the pre-war level of 25 000 arrivals of new residents. In the *Migration Transition* scenario, this number doubles between 2030 and 2040 and then remains at that level. The number of returnees is added by applying a return rate to the annual number of emigrants. It takes into account previous emigration numbers starting in 2000, with a break in return migration during the war. The return rate is set to 75% over the course
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of 30 years (35% return within the first five years) in the Long War and Low Return and Permanent Emigration scenarios. It is set to 95% within 30 years (65% return within the first five years) in the Circular Migration and Migration Transition scenarios. Besides information on migration, population projections require assumptions about future fertility and mortality. The same fertility and mortality levels are applied across all scenarios, as the focus of this report is to analyse the impact of migration on population change in Ukraine. The rates are based on the medium projections of mortality and fertility in the United Nations World Population Prospects (2022). The UN projections were published in June 2022, several months after the start of the Russian invasion. The mortality and fertility assumptions already take into account the short- and long-term impact that the war could have on the number of births and deaths. The information on mortality and fertility is limited as data on deaths are not only challenging to collect, but their publication is also politically sensitive and covered by state secret. It can be assumed that there are numerous military and civilian casualties and that the Russian aggression against Ukraine will have lasting consequences not only in terms of physical injuries but also in terms of psychological trauma, lack of medical supplies and limited access to health services.

Figure 9. The return rates reflect findings from a study that reviewed the literature on return rates dependent on time since immigration. Besides information on migration, population projections require assumptions about future fertility and mortality. The same fertility and mortality levels are applied across all scenarios, as the focus of this report is to analyse the impact of migration on population change in Ukraine. The rates are based on the medium projections of mortality and fertility in the United Nations World Population Prospects (2022). The UN projections were published in June 2022, several months after the start of the Russian invasion. The mortality and fertility assumptions already take into account the short- and long-term impact that the war could have on the number of births and deaths. The information on mortality and fertility is limited as data on deaths are not only challenging to collect, but their publication is also politically sensitive and covered by state secret. It can be assumed that there are numerous military and civilian casualties and that the Russian aggression against Ukraine will have lasting consequences not only in terms of physical injuries but also in terms of psychological trauma, lack of medical supplies and limited access to health services.

Figure 9 Return rates for regular migration considered in the four scenarios.
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4.5 Impact of migration on population size

The population projections of the different scenarios show the strong impact of the migratory movements on the future size of the Ukrainian population (Figure 10). International displacement immediately accelerates the pace of population decline. In the scenarios that foresee 8 million refugees and a return rate of 80%, the population falls by over four million people, dropping to just over 39 million by 2027 (the graph does not show a steeper drop or recovery because of the five-year projection interval, with the interval 2022 to 2027 already accounting for the return of refugees). In the Long War and Low Return scenario, which foresees 9 million refugees and a return rate of only 50%, Ukraine’s population loses nearly 8 million people and decreases to 35.4 million by 2027. The strong impact of migration on the population is shown by the difference between the scenario trend lines and the dotted trend line of a projection with zero international displacement or migration, but with the same fertility and mortality levels. If it were only for the projected changes in fertility and mortality, the population would have declined by only 1.4 million, dropping to 41.6 million in 2027.

Figure 10 Scenarios of the population size of Ukraine depending on international displacement, return migration, and longer-term migration trends, 2020 to 2050. The graph shows five-year estimates starting from 2022. The first projection interval from 2022 to 2027 already includes a high number of refugees that have returned to Ukraine. The shaded area shows the 95% prediction interval around the United Nations Median projection. The dotted line shows a projection with displacement and migration set to zero. Sources: Authors’ calculations and United Nations Population Division World Population Prospects 2022 Revision.

Over the longer term, the impact of post-war migration patterns emerges and creates a significant difference across the scenarios in population size by the year 2052. The gradual decrease of emigration, high return rate of migrants, and transition to a net-receiving country decelerates the pace of population decline. Although the population size in the Migration Transition scenario approaches the size of the population by 2052 that would be projected under the assumptions that there was no displacement from war and zero net-migration in the future, the Migration Transition scenario still entails a population decline by 9 million people, down to 34.3 million in 2052 (Table 1). In the Circular Migration scenario, continuous high emigration leads to a decline by 10.3 million people, and the population falling to 33 million. The Permanent Migration scenario shows the impact of a lower return rate. Compared to the Circular Migration scenario, the population decreases by an additional 1.5 million people and drops to 31.5 million by 2052. The population declines to 29.9 in the Long War and Low Return scenario.
Table 1 Population change from January 2022 to 2052 by scenario

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Population (million)</th>
<th>2022</th>
<th>2027</th>
<th>2052</th>
<th>Absolute change (million)</th>
<th>Relative change (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Long War and Low Return</td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td>35.4</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>-13.4</td>
<td>-31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent Emigration</td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td>39.2</td>
<td>31.5</td>
<td>31.5</td>
<td>-11.8</td>
<td>-27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circular Migration</td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td>39.3</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>-10.3</td>
<td>-24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Migration Transition</td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td>39.3</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>-9.0</td>
<td>-21%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Across the four scenarios, the decline in population over 30 years ranges from 21% under the Migration Transition scenario to 31% under the Long War and Low Return scenario. They extend towards the edges of the prediction interval of the probabilistic projections of the United Nations, which present an assessment of the uncertainty in the medium projection (Figure 10). However, only fertility and mortality are projected probabilistically. Migration enters the UN projections deterministically with a fixed net-migration trend. For Ukraine, the balance of emigration and immigration in the decades following the war is assumed to be almost zero and negligible in the UN projections. The difference of 4 million people in population decline across the scenarios almost matches the uncertainty in the UN projections, suggesting that migration will be similarly important as fertility and mortality in driving population change in Ukraine following the war.

4.6 Impact of migration on population structure

Besides the strong decline, a rapid ageing of Ukraine’s population is evident from the changes in the age structure across all scenarios. An overlay of the age and sex composition at the beginning of the Russian invasion and in the year 2052 shows much smaller cohorts of people of working age and of children (Figure 11). International displacement and high emigration are strong contributors to the shrinking of the cohorts that correspond to adult working age in 2052. The small cohorts of children and young adults in 2052 are explained mostly by continuously low fertility.

Figure 11 Comparison of the age and sex composition of Ukraine’s population before the Russian invasion in 2022 and in 2052 by migration scenario. Source: Authors’ calculations and United Nations Population Division
To better identify differences across scenarios, Figure 12 illustrates the differences in the size of the broad age groups in 2052, compared to before the Russian invasion in 2022. In 2052, the population under 20 years of age is only a third of the size of the same age group in 2022 in the most optimistic scenario of a Migration Transition towards a net-receiving country. In the most pessimistic Long War and Low Return scenario, there is a decrease of 43% in the number of persons under the age of 20 by 2052. The biggest difference is recorded among people of 20 to 39 years of age, and the decline among women is slightly bigger than among men. The difference is equally strong for women of 40-59 years of age; the size of the age group is expected to decrease by 36% to 46% by 2052. For men, the decrease in the 40-59 age-group is smaller, reflecting the sex imbalance in the refugee population of today. The male population above the age of 60 is projected to increase in size by almost half even under the most pessimistic scenario, while the female population is projected to decrease between 6% and 15%. This is due to the current age structure with a significant numeric advantage of women in the age cohorts above 60 years. This is explained by the previously low and stagnant life-expectancy for men which started to increase in the last decade and is projected to continue to do so over the long term following temporary setbacks from the COVID-19 pandemic and the war. Therefore, there is a much higher number of men arriving in the older age groups.

**Figure 12 Relative change in broad age groups between 2022 (before the Russian invasion) and 2052, by migration scenario**

![Relative change in broad age groups between 2022 (before the Russian invasion) and 2052, by migration scenario](image)

Dependency ratios are an indicator of the potential challenges arising from an ageing and declining population. The total dependency ratio is the sum of the youth dependency ratio (the ratio of children under the age of 15 to the working age population (15-64)) and the old age dependency ratio (the ratio of people above the age of 65 to the working age population). The total dependency ratio can be used to assess the potential social support needs stemming from the changes in population structure. In the case of Ukraine, the number of dependents per working age population is projected to increase in all scenarios from just under 50 dependents per 100 persons of working age, to around 70 dependents per 100 persons of working age. The increase will only be felt in the early 2030s because of the high number of children leaving the country today because of the war. The child dependency ratio is projected to decrease in the first ten years, before going up slightly again to a ratio of about 20 children per 100 persons of working age in 2052. Therefore, the overall rise in total dependency is driven almost entirely by the increase in old age dependents. The impact of migration is relatively small. In 2052, there are 48 old age dependents for 100 persons of working age in the Migration Transition scenario, against 52 in the Long War and Low Return scenario.
Figure 13: Dependency ratios 2022 to 2052 by migration scenario
5 Conclusion

The goal of this report was to analyse how international displacement triggered by the Russian invasion of Ukraine has altered the demography of Ukraine, and to anticipate how post-war migration could impact the future population of Ukraine. The war is a shock to all demographic dynamics: fertility, mortality, and migration. The focus of this report was on migration in the context of the possible effects of the unprecedented displacement caused by the Russian military aggression that has led to nearly 8 million people being internationally displaced from Ukraine by the end of year 2022.

The findings of the report show that migration is as important a factor as mortality and fertility for the longer-term future of Ukraine's population. The population of Ukraine was already declining for three decades before the war, and the waves of emigration played a big role in addition to very low levels of fertility. This decline has been accelerated by the international displacement triggered by the Russian invasion. Especially women of working age and children have left the country, with more than a third internationally displaced. A continued decline in population over the next decades appears irreversible, even in the case that Ukraine recovers quickly and strongly after a short war and becomes a net-receiving country of international migrants.

This comes with the challenge of rapid population ageing and a declining workforce. Reconstruction efforts, support for long-term recovery, and socio-economic and political developments in the context of a possible accession to the EU will influence return migration and future migration patterns, which could lead to the country losing a fourth to a third of its population by mid-century. This decline is concentrated in the population under the age of 60. In fact, the population over the age of 60 is set to increase over the next decades as a result of the current age structure of the Ukrainian population that will see a large number of men arriving in retirement age. Under all scenarios, potential social support demands on the working age population increase sharply and are driven by the relative increase in older age groups.

In this report, we did not assess uncertainty in future fertility and mortality trends in the projection scenarios. Data on civilian and military casualties, as well as birth statistics, are still very limited. We applied the latest United Nations medium estimates and projections of mortality and fertility that include assumptions on the effects of the war. Furthermore, the United Nations’ projections give predictive ranges of long-term trends in mortality and fertility which are based on a probabilistic model for these components. However, the migration component in the UN projections is modelled deterministically and does not provide different possible future trends. This report addressed this gap in the analysis of Ukraine’s population future.

The projection scenarios signal the need to envisage strategies on issues such as long-term care, life-long learning, intergenerational fairness, migrant reintegration, or diaspora engagement to address the rapid ageing of the population and the loss of human capital. Furthermore, understanding the scope of possible futures of the Ukraine’s population and their variability can help to make informed decisions about the allocation of support in line with the country’s needs.
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Appendix

Population projection method

The Multidimensional population projection method is used to project the population by age and sex for each five-year period beginning in 2022. We used different assumptions for migration and distinguished between regular migrant population and refugee population due to Russian military aggression against Ukraine in our model. Each component of the population (fertility, mortality, migration, and refugees) was projected separately at first.

We calculated the average age-specific fertility rates (ASFR) for each five years period from the annually projected ASFR. To project the number of deaths, we relied on data from UN World population prospect 2022. The survival rate was used to calculate the population that will survive at the end of each five-year projection period. We also aggregated from the UN’s yearly data by the UN survival data and took the average survival rate for each five-year period. (2022-2027, 2027-2032... 2047-2052). We used ASFR and survival ratio to calculate births and survived population between t and t+n. Finally, we projected the population of Ukraine up to 2052 using the following projection model.

$$P(t+n)= P(t) + B(t) - D(t) + I(t) - E(t) + RI(t) - RE(t)$$

\[ t= 2022, 2027, ..., 2047, 2052; n = 5 \]

- $P(t)$ is the population at time $t$
- $B(t)$ and $D(t)$ are number of births and deaths occurring between $t$ and $t+n$.
- $I(t)$ and $E(t)$ are the number of immigrants and of emigrants from the country during the period $t$ to $t+n$.
- $RI(t)$ and $RE(t)$ are the number of refugees immigrants and refugees emigrants from the country during the period $t$ to $t+n$.

We also projected the total number of refugees by age and sex from Ukraine in other destination countries using Ukraine’s fertility and mortality rates.
Figure 14 Modelling approach - Flow chart
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